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Abstract: The occlusion effect is commonly experienced as the altered perception of one’s own 1 

physiological noise when the earcanal entrance is blocked. Objectively, this phenomenon corresponds 2 

to an acoustic pressure increase in the occluded earcanal. The occlusion effect originates from the 3 

earcanal wall normal vibration and depends on the spatial distribution of the latter. At low frequencies, 4 

this spatial distribution can be characterized by the position of its centroid along the earcanal middle 5 

axis. This paper describes the principle of an acoustical method for estimating this centroid position at 6 

low frequencies. The proposed method consists in measuring the eardrum acoustic pressure transfer 7 

function between the earcanal open and occluded by an external capped duct coupled to the earcanal 8 

entrance of a subject submitted to a bone-conducted stimulation. The centroid position is then 9 

estimated at the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system using an associated electro-acoustic 10 

model. The proposed method is evaluated and investigated numerically using a 3D finite element 11 

model of an outer ear. The sensitivity of the method is shown to increase with frequency. To maximize 12 

the method accuracy, the radius of the coupling duct must be as large as possible (in the limits of the 13 

earcanal entrance dimension) and any incomplete seal between the duct and the earcanal entrance must 14 

be avoided. Also, the coupling position of the duct and its temperature must be known as precisely as 15 

possible. On the contrary, the proposed method does not require the knowledge of the eardrum acoustic 16 

impedance. 17 

Keywords: outer ear, acoustic antiresonance, earcanal wall vibration, electro-acoustic model, finite 18 

element model 19 
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1. Introduction 20 

The occlusion effect (OE) is usually described as the increased perception of the bone-conducted 21 

part of one’s own physiological noise (e.g., one’s own voice, chewing, heartbeat, etc.) when the 22 

earcanal (EC) entrance is covered or blocked. This phenomenon is most significant at low frequencies, 23 

typically below 1 kHz, and decreases above [1]. The OE contributes to the lack of comfort associated 24 

with wearing hearing protection devices, in particular for earplugs whereas earmuffs are less 25 

concerned, and partly explains their non-use [2]. Hearing aid users can also be affected by the OE [3], 26 

which is, however, greatly reduced by using vents or open-fit hearing aids [4]. Bone-conducted sound 27 

propagates into the body from the excitation source (e.g., vocal cords, bone-transducer, etc.) to the 28 

basilar membrane of the cochlea in the inner ear, which results in a hearing sensation. The hearing by 29 

bone-conduction has been extensively investigated since the past century and several sound 30 

transmission pathways have been highlighted through the outer ear, the middle ear and the inner ear 31 

itself [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. The occlusion of the EC entrance alters the contribution 32 

of the outer ear pathway to the hearing by bone-conduction (mainly at low frequencies below 1 kHz). 33 

This is due to the increased acoustic pressure generated by the EC wall when the EC entrance is 34 

occluded. The vibration of the EC wall constitutes the source of the OE. 35 

 

This vibration is expected to be maximum in the cartilaginous part of the EC and minimum in the 36 

bony part where tissues are less likely to vibrate [10]. Most probably because of experimental 37 

difficulty, the spatial distribution of the EC wall normal vibration has never been directly measured. 38 

Indeed, direct measurement methods such as Doppler laser vibrometer or accelerometer could be very 39 

intricate to perform in a human EC due to its small size, its tortuosity and the presence of hair and wax. 40 

However, the spatial distribution of the EC wall normal vibration has significant influence on the vibro-41 

acoustic behavior of the open EC [15]. In addition, this distribution governs the reduction of the OE 42 
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with insertion depth [16] [17]. Furthermore, the EC wall vibration distribution could influence the 43 

contribution of earplugs to the OE [18] [19] [20]. Also, this distribution could be influenced by the 44 

bone-conducted stimulation which is known to influence the OE [18] [21] [22] but remains 45 

unexplained. The EC wall normal vibration distribution is therefore of great interest to study the bone-46 

conduction outer ear pathway and the OE. 47 

 

Using a 3D finite element (FE) model of an outer ear, the authors have proposed to characterize the 48 

spatial distribution of the EC wall normal vibration by its centroid position [15]. This centroid position 49 

represents the center of normal velocity distributed over the EC wall surface. Also, the authors have 50 

shown that the centroid position corresponds to the location of the equivalent volume velocity source 51 

representing the EC wall normal vibration in an associated electro-acoustic (EA) model of the open EC. 52 

Therefore, the centroid position could be used as a vibratory indicator of the EC wall normal vibration 53 

distribution to study its parameters of influence (e.g., bone-conducted stimulation and position, 54 

anatomical differences, etc.). In addition, the knowledge of the centroid position could possibly guide 55 

to the optimal insertion depth of in-ear devices to reduce the OE without inserting them into the bony 56 

part of the EC. 57 

 

In this paper, an indirect method is proposed to estimate this centroid position at low frequencies. 58 

This method is inspired from an experiment made by Huizing in 1960 [8]. In order to highlight a 59 

standing wave pattern in the occluded EC, Huizing measured the objective OE (i.e., sound pressure 60 

level (SPL) difference between occluded and open EC) induced by an external capped duct coupled to 61 

the EC entrance of a human subject submitted to a bone-conducted stimulation. Negative OEs were 62 

observed depending on the length of the coupling duct. Huizing interpreted these minima as acoustic 63 

resonances of the coupled system and assumed the occurrence of an acoustic pressure minimum at the 64 

eardrum [8]. In this paper, however, it is shown that the acoustic pressure node does not occur at the 65 
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eardrum but at the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity induced by the bone-conducted 66 

stimulation. Using an EA model of the EC coupled to the external duct, the centroid position can be 67 

estimated from the lowest antiresonance frequency of the coupled system. This paper presents the 68 

experimental setup, the measurement procedure and the EA model associated with the indirect method. 69 

Then, the method is evaluated and investigated numerically using a 3D FE model of an outer ear open 70 

and occluded by an external duct. Finally, the influence of several parameters of the coupled system on 71 

the estimation provided by the method is studied. The knowledge of the parameters influencing the 72 

method is of great interest for a future experimental application on human subjects. 73 

2. Principle of the method 74 

To estimate the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity, the proposed indirect method 75 

requires (i) the physical measurement of the acoustic pressure transfer function between the EC open 76 

and occluded by an external capped duct coupled at the EC entrance and (ii) analysis using an EA 77 

model of the EC coupled to the same duct. Section 2.1 describes the experimental setup and the 78 

measurement procedure of the proposed indirect method. Then, Sec. 2.2 details the EA model 79 

associated with the indirect method and used to estimate the centroid position of the EC wall normal 80 

velocity. Finally, Sec. 2.3 presents the methodology of the numerical evaluation of the proposed 81 

method using a 3D FE model of an outer ear. No measurements are performed in this work. The 82 

experimental evaluation of the proposed method will be the subject of a future paper. 83 

2.1 Experimental setup and measurement procedure 84 

In both open and occluded ear, the acoustic pressure is measured close to the eardrum of a human 85 

subject submitted to a bone-conducted stimulation (e.g., bone-transducer applied to the forehead or the 86 

mastoid [21]). Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding experimental setup. In the occluded case (see 87 

Figure 1 (b)), a circular cross-section coupling duct is used. Its outer cross-sectional area must fit in the 88 

Estimation#Estimation_of_bone_conduction_skull_tran
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EC entrance plane. Since the EC cross-sections (including the EC entrance) are generally not circular 89 

[23], the circular cross-section of the coupling duct is necessarily smaller than the EC entrance surface. 90 

The coupling duct is not inserted in the EC but rather held in position in the concha using a “duct 91 

holder”. The duct holder could consist of an imprint of the concha up to the EC entrance plane and 92 

including a hole in which the coupling duct would be inserted. In practice, determining the position of 93 

the acoustic entrance of the EC is not trivial [24] [25]. Therefore, the EC entrance used in the proposed 94 

method could be chosen based on geometrical consideration [26]. In any case, however, the proposed 95 

method can only estimate the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity between the chosen EC 96 

entrance plane and the eardrum as explained in the following. 97 

 

The lowest antiresonance frequency of the coupled system is identified from the acoustic pressure 98 

transfer function and corresponds to the first local minimum associated to a sudden phase shift (see 99 

Sec. 3.1). An EA model of the coupled system (presented in next section) is then used to estimate the 100 

centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity. The estimation consists in minimizing the difference 101 

between the experimental and the simulated antiresonance frequency by varying both frequency and 102 

source position in the EA model. The latter requires the knowledge of the EC shape function between 103 

the eardrum and the coupling duct and the geometric dimensions (inner radius and length) of the 104 

coupling duct. The EC shape can be obtained from CT or MRI images [27], 3D scans [28], EC imprint 105 

[26] or estimated using indirect acoustic method [29]. In theory, the EA model also requires the 106 

tympanic membrane acoustic impedance. 107 

Specification#Specification_of_the_geometry_of_the_hum
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Figure 1: (Color online) (a) Open and (b) occluded EC experimental setup associated with the indirect 

method proposed to estimate the centroid position of the EC wall normal vibration induced by a bone-

conducted stimulation. 

2.2 Electro-acoustic model associated with the proposed method 108 

This section presents the EA model used in the proposed indirect method to estimate the centroid 109 

position of the EC wall normal velocity. This model is illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of the EC 110 

coupled to an external duct. This model is adapted from a previous model developed by the authors 111 

[15]. The EC is considered as a circular cross-sectional duct of curvilinear length 
ECl  and radius ( )ECr z  112 

where z  is the EC middle axis. These parameters are calculated from the measured EC shape [23]. The 113 

equivalent acoustic source Q represents the vibrating EC wall and is located at a position 
cl  which 114 

corresponds to the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity [15]. The EC downstream section 115 

goes from the eardrum to the source while the upstream section goes from the source to the EC 116 

entrance. An acoustic impedance ˆ
TMZ  is defined at the eardrum. At low frequencies, the downstream 117 

Theoretical#Theoretical_investigation_of_the_low_fre
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section is governed by its compressibility effect of acoustic compliance 
dC , associated with acoustic 118 

resistance dR . The vibro-acoustic behavior of the EC upstream section depends on its inertia and 119 

compressibility effects through the acoustic mass 
uL  and acoustic compliance 

uC  and their associated 120 

resistances ,u viR  and ,u thR . Calculation of these constants is detailed in [15]. The vibro-acoustic 121 

behavior of the EC upstream section also depends on the acoustic impedance ˆ
ductZ  of the coupling duct 122 

seen from the EC. This acoustic impedance is given by 
2ˆˆ cˆ ot duct

d c

duct

equ t eq duct ductZ j k l rZ  with the 123 

duct length 
ductl , its radius 

ductr , the imaginary number j , and the equivalent wavenumber ˆduct

eqk  and 124 

characteristic impedance ˆ duct

eqZ  accounting for visco-thermal losses in the duct, calculated using a low 125 

reduced frequency (LRF) model detailed in Appx. B. Since the duct inner cross-section is smaller than 126 

the EC entrance area, a discontinuity occurs at the EC entrance and implies an inertia effect at the 127 

medial aperture of the coupling duct. The acoustic mass of discontinuity is given by 128 

2

08 3dis ductL H r  [30]. H  corresponds to the correction factor of discontinuity as a 129 

function of , the ratio between the duct and the equivalent EC entrance radius, and can be 130 

approximated by 1 1.25H  for large discontinuities [31] and to zero for negligible 131 

discontinuities. 132 

Theoretical#Theoretical_investigation_of_the_low_fre
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Figure 2: (a) Geometry of the EC coupled to the external capped duct and (b) its corresponding EA 

model. The tympanic membrane (TM) is indicated at 0z . 

2.3 Numerical investigation of the indirect method 133 

In this paper, the proposed indirect method is numerically investigated using an acousto-mechanical 134 

3D FE model of the outer ear open and occluded by an external capped duct. Also, an associated purely 135 

acoustical 3D FE model is presented. This model considerably decreases the computational time and is 136 

therefore very practical to study the influence of several parameters of the coupled system which could 137 

influence the accuracy of the method. 138 

2.3.1 Acousto-mechanical model 139 

The acousto-mechanical 3D FE model of an outer ear open and occluded by the external duct is 140 

presented here. This outer ear model has been constructed by Brummund et al. [32] from cryosection 141 

images of a female cadaver from the Visible Human Project®. Recently, this model has been improved 142 

by the authors [15]. The latter model is illustrated in Figure 3 (a) in the open case. The shape of the EC 143 

is also displayed in Figure 4 assuming circular cross-sections. In the occluded case, the model is 144 

adapted here to include the external duct (see Figure 3 (b)). The EC is surrounded by skin, cartilaginous 145 

and bony tissues and a particular set of equivalent mechanical loading (reproducing a bone-conducted 146 

stimulation) and boundary conditions is defined to reproduce a “plausible” vibration pattern of the EC 147 

Three-dimens#Three_dimensional_finite_element_modelin
Theoretical#Theoretical_investigation_of_the_low_fre
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wall [15]. The middle and inner ears are accounted for using the acoustic impedance ˆ
TMZ  applied at the 148 

tympanic membrane and defined by Shaw and Stinson’s model [33] [34]. The vibration of the TM and 149 

the ossicular chain induced by the bone-conducted stimulation are thus not accounted for. However, the 150 

contribution of this vibration to the SPL generated in the EC is not expected to have significant 151 

influence, at least at low frequencies below the middle ear resonance [16] [11] [10]. In the open case, 152 

the acoustic impedance ˆ
radZ  is defined at the EC entrance plane to account for the acoustic radiation in 153 

the surrounding environment. In the occluded case, the coupling duct is made of aluminum whereas the 154 

duct holder is made of silicone and fills a portion of the concha ahead of the EC entrance plane. The 155 

external duct is coupled to the EC entrance in the normal direction and with a perfect seal. The outer 156 

surface of the external duct portion which is not inserted in the duct holder is free. However, if the duct 157 

is too long, it should be held in position at its lateral end. The influence of the boundary condition 158 

(either free or fixed) defined at the lateral end circumference of the coupling duct (see Figure 3 (b)) is 159 

studied in Sec. 3.1. 160 

Theoretical#Theoretical_investigation_of_the_low_fre
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Figure 3: (Color online) Acousto-mechanical FE model of the outer ear (a) open and (b) occluded by an 

external capped duct coupled to the EC entrance using a duct holder; purely acoustical FE model of the 

EC (c) open and (d) occluded by the external duct normal to EC entrance plane. In subplot (e), an 

incomplete seal between the EC cavity and the duct is accounted for as a small tube coupled to the EC 

entrance. In subplot (f), the orientation of the duct forms an angle of 30° with the normal to EC 

entrance plane. The coordinate system refers to superior (S), inferior (I), posterior (P), anterior (A), 

medial (M) and lateral (L). 
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Figure 4: EC radius 
ECr z  of the 3D FE model assuming circular cross-section and displayed as a 

function of the EC middle axis z . The tympanic membrane coupling region (TMCR) and the EC 

entrance are indicated. 

2.3.2 Purely acoustical model 161 

The purely acoustical 3D FE model of the EC open and occluded by the external capped duct is now 162 

presented (see Figure 3 (c) and (d)). The accuracy of the acoustical model is assessed against the 163 

acousto-mechanical model in Sec. 3.1. In the purely acoustical model, the EC and the coupling duct are 164 

rigidly walled (except the eardrum boundary where the acoustic impedance ˆ
TMZ  is defined). The EC 165 

wall normal vibration is accounted for as an equivalent volume velocity source Q located on the EC 166 

middle axis at a curvilinear position 23.6FE

cl  mm. This location corresponds to the curvilinear 167 

position of the EC wall normal velocity centroid computed using the acousto-mechanical 3D FE model 168 

[15]. 169 

 

In practice, an incomplete seal could occur at the EC entrance since it is a common issue in hearing 170 

protection for example. The geometry of an incomplete seal is generally unknown and is expected to be 171 

intricate [18]. It can be made of several interconnected pathways [35]. Here, this incomplete seal is 172 

modeled as a small tube of radius 
tr  and length 

tl  coupled to the EC entrance, in parallel with the 173 

external duct (see Figure 3 (e)). At the lateral end of the small tube, a radiation acoustic impedance of a 174 

circular baffled piston accounts for the coupling with the external environment. Furthermore, the 175 

Theoretical#Theoretical_investigation_of_the_low_fre
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external duct could be coupled in a direction that differs from the normal direction to the EC entrance 176 

cross-section (see Figure 3 (f)). The influence of the incomplete seal and the duct orientation is 177 

investigated in Secs. 3.2.5 and 3.2.3. 178 

2.3.3 Finite element modeling and computation of indicators 179 

In the acousto-mechanical 3D FE model, the sound propagation in solid domains is governed by the 180 

linear elasto-dynamics equation relating the linearized displacement field û , strain tensor ˆ , and stress 181 

tensor ˆ  at all points of solid domains [36]: 182 

 
2 ˆˆ 0s u , (1) 

 ˆˆ :C , (2) 

 
1ˆ
2

T
û û , (3) 

where 
s
 is the solid density,  is the angular frequency,  is the nabla operator and C  is the fourth-183 

order stiffness (elasticity) tensor. In each solid domain, the structural damping is accounted for as a 184 

multiplier 1 sj  in the stiffness matrix where 
s

 corresponds here to the isotropic loss factor. 185 

Mechanical properties of skin, cartilaginous and bony tissues come from [15] and are summarized in 186 

Table 8 (see Appx. A). In addition, Table 8 presents mechanical properties of the duct and the duct 187 

holder. 188 

 

In both acousto-mechanical and purely acoustical 3D FE models, the sound propagation in acoustic 189 

domains is governed at all points by Helmholtz equation: 190 

 
2 2ˆˆ ˆ 0eqp k p , (4) 
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where p̂  denotes the sound pressure and ˆ
eqk  is the complex wavenumber accounting for viscous and 191 

thermal losses using a LRF model (see Appx. B). Air properties used here are given in Table 9 (see 192 

Appx. A). 193 

 

At the interface between mechanical and acoustical domains, the continuity of stress is written as 194 

ˆˆn pn , where n  is the normal vector at the interface, whereas the continuity of normal 195 

displacements is given by 
2

0

1
ˆ ˆp n u n . 196 

 

In the acousto-mechanical FE model, a standard ˆ ˆ( , )u p  formulation is used to solve for both 197 

displacements in solids and pressures in the fluid [36]. In the purely acoustical FE model, the problem 198 

is only solved for pressures. 199 

 

The geometry of each FE model is meshed according to a criterion of at least six 10-noded 200 

(quadratic) tetrahedral elements per wavelength at 1 kHz (maximum frequency of interest). The 201 

wavelength, referred to as , is defined by c f  with c  the sound speed and f  the frequency. To 202 

minimize the size of the mesh in solid structures of the acousto-mechanical FE model, the minimum 203 

sound speed is taken between the compression and the shear wave speed defined respectively by 204 

 
(1 )

(1 )(1 2 )
L

E
c , (5) 

and 205 

 T

G
c , (6) 

with E , ,  and G  the Young’s modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus respectively. 206 
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Figure 5 shows the mesh of both the acousto-mechanical FE model and the purely acoustical FE 207 

model using the mesh criteria previously detailed. It is noteworthy that the size of the mesh is also 208 

constrained to capture the geometry of each domain. A convergence study has been performed on both 209 

FE models to ensure the accuracy of simulation results presented in this paper. The current FE models 210 

have been solved using COMSOL Multiphysics® (Sweden). 211 

 

The surface averaged acoustic pressure computed at the tympanic membrane is referred to as ˆ k

TMp , 212 

where ,k open occl . Using the acousto-mechanical 3D FE model only, the centroid position vector 213 

is computed by 214 

 
,

,

ˆ d

ˆ d

wall

wall

n wall
S

c

n wall
S

x v x S

x
v x S

, (7) 

where x  is the position vector in 3D space, 
wallS  is the EC wall surface and 

,
ˆ

n wallv x  is the complex 215 

valued EC wall normal velocity. From Eq. (1), the curvilinear position FE

cl  of the centroid position is 216 

obtained by the normal projection of 
cx  on the EC middle axis and it is used in the purely acoustical 3D 217 

FE model as mentioned previously. 218 
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Figure 5: Mesh of (a) the acousto-mechanical and (b) purely acoustical 3D FE model of the outer ear 

occluded by the external duct. The coordinate system refers to superior (S), inferior (I), posterior (P), 

anterior (A), medial (M) and lateral (L). 

3. Results and discussions 219 

This section is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.1, the centroid position of the EC wall normal 220 

velocity is estimated using the inverse method proposed in this paper. In Sec. 3.2, the influence of 221 

several parameters of the coupling system is numerically investigated. Finally, Sec. 3.3 briefly 222 

discusses the limitations of the work presented herein. 223 

3.1 Estimation of the centroid position from acoustic pressure transfer function 224 

In this section, the experimental setup (see Sec. 2.1) of the proposed method is simulated using both 225 

3D FE models (see Sec. 2.3). The aim is to verify the accuracy of the purely acoustical FE model 226 

compared to the acousto-mechanical FE model taken as reference. Then, the purely acoustical FE 227 
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model will be used in the parametric study (see Sec. 3.2) because of its low needs for computational 228 

resources. Then, the centroid position of the virtual outer ear of interest is estimated using the 229 

associated EA model (see Sec. 2.2) and compared to the centroid position directly computed using the 230 

acousto-mechanical 3D FE model in order to validate the indirect method. 231 

 

Figure 6 (a) and (b) display respectively the level in dB and the phase of the tympanic membrane 232 

acoustic pressure transfer function between the EC open and occluded by an external capped duct 233 

computed as a function of frequency using the acousto-mechanical 3D FE model. Simulations 234 

considering both free (red squares) and fixed (blue stars) boundary conditions of the lateral end of the 235 

coupling duct are presented. The coupling duct has a length of 150 mm, an inner radius of 2 mm and a 236 

wall thickness of 0.2 mm and is normally coupled to the EC entrance with a perfect seal. Note that the 237 

level in dB (factor 20) of the tympanic membrane acoustic pressure transfer function corresponds to the 238 

objective OE. According to Figure 6 (a), the transfer function amplitude reaches a local minimum and a 239 

local maximum. Figure 6 also displays the results computed using the purely acoustical 3D FE model 240 

in which the EC wall normal vibration is modeled as an equivalent ideal source of volume velocity 241 

located at the centroid position of the corresponding vibration (see black line). This model gives the 242 

same results as the acousto-mechanical FE model (including both boundary conditions of the coupling 243 

duct), at least up to the transfer function local minimum frequency. Above this frequency, slight 244 

discrepancies are observed between both models due to the elastic modes of deformation of the duct 245 

holder and the coupling duct itself (not accounted for in the purely acoustical model). In the acousto-246 

mechanical FE model, the boundary condition defined at the lateral end of the coupling duct (either 247 

free or fixed) is shown to have little influence on the results displayed in Figure 6. According to Figure 248 

6 (a) and (b), local extrema of the transfer function amplitude are associated with sudden phase shifts 249 

which characterize the occurrence of acoustic antiresonance (local minimum at 516 Hz) and acoustic 250 

resonance (local maximum at 725 Hz) in the EC coupled to the duct. 251 
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To illustrate these phenomena, Figure 7 displays the acoustic pressure field (in dB) in the coupled 252 

system in (a) antiresonance and (b) resonance states computed using the purely 3D FE model. In Figure 253 

7 (a), the acoustic pressure level is minimum in the region between the eardrum and the centroid 254 

position of the EC wall normal velocity and gradually increases to reach a maximum value at the 255 

capped lateral end of the duct. A quarter-wavelength acoustic resonance occurs in the EC upstream 256 

section (from the centroid position to the EC entrance) coupled to the external duct and corresponds to 257 

an antiresonance seen by the EC wall normal vibration which encounters a pronounced acoustic 258 

pressure dip at its centroid position. The acoustic pressure is also approximately minimum up to the 259 

eardrum because the vibro-acoustic behavior of the EC downstream section (from the centroid position 260 

to the eardrum) is governed by its compressibility effect [15]. In Figure 7 (b), the acoustic pressure 261 

level is maximum at both the eardrum and the capped lateral end of the coupling duct and minimum in 262 

between. This standing wave pattern is characteristic of a half-wavelength acoustic resonance of the 263 

whole coupled system excited by the EC wall normal vibration. Unlike resonance, antiresonance 264 

depends on the location of the source which corresponds to the centroid position of the EC wall normal 265 

vibration. Therefore, acoustic antiresonance can be used to estimate the centroid position. 266 

 

To the authors’ knowledge, no experimental data of the transfer function displayed in Figure 6 exist 267 

in the literature. In 1960, however, Huizing [8] measured the objective OE induced by an external 268 

capped duct on a human subject for several duct lengths for a bone-conducted stimulation at a 269 

frequency 1 kHz. Huizing conducted this experiment to highlight a standing wave pattern in the EC. In 270 

Appx. C, Huizing’s experiment is simulated using the purely acoustical 3D FE model and both 271 

simulated and measured objective OE are shown to be in relatively good agreement. Huizing 272 

interpreted OE minima as acoustic resonances with an acoustic pressure node at the eardrum. Several 273 

years after Huizing, Tonndorf [37] reproduced this experiment and obtained similar results which were 274 
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interpreted in the same way, assuming a low enough acoustic impedance of the tympanic membrane. 275 

However, as previously explained, OE minima rather come from acoustic antiresonances with an 276 

acoustic node at the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity (see Figure 7 (a)). At 277 

antiresonances, the acoustic pressure is also minimum at the eardrum for the reason explained above 278 

(i.e., EC downstream section governed by its compressibility effect). 279 

 

The antiresonance frequency of the coupled system is then determined from the transfer function of 280 

Figure 6 and corresponds to the amplitude minimum which is also associated with the sudden phase 281 

shift. For the 150 mm duct considered here, the antiresonance frequency is equal to 516 Hz. It is 282 

noteworthy that the antiresonance frequency could be determined directly from the acoustic pressure 283 

measured in the occluded EC. The use of the OE, however, has the advantage to avoid the influence of 284 

variations of the EC wall normal vibration (amplitude and phase) with frequency on the antiresonance 285 

frequency determination (not shown here). 286 

 

From the antiresonance frequency determined using the 3D FE models (both models provide the 287 

same antiresonance frequency), the centroid position is estimated using the EA model. For this 288 

purpose, the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system is computed using the EA model as a 289 

function of the source position included between the tympanic membrane coupling region and the EC 290 

entrance. Then, the centroid position is obtained by minimizing the difference between the 291 

antiresonance frequency determined from the 3D FE model and that computed by the EA model as a 292 

function of the source position. In the configuration of interest, the EA model estimates the centroid 293 

position of the EC wall normal vibration with a slight difference of 0.3 mm compared to the 3D FE 294 

model. This difference does not come from a lack of convergence of the method (this has been checked 295 

but not shown here for conciseness), but is more likely due to the planar waves assumption used by the 296 
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EA model. This assumption could be debatable mainly in the coupling region between the EC and the 297 

external duct and to a lesser extent in the tympanic membrane coupling region. 298 

 

Regarding in particular the coupling region between the EC and the duct, the cross-sectional 299 

discontinuity is accounted for, in the EA model, as an inertia effect of acoustic mass 
disL  added to the 300 

input acoustic impedance ˆ
ductZ  of the duct (see Sec. 2.2). The acoustic mass is calculated from Karal’s 301 

formula [30] developed for the coupling between two cylindrical ducts of constant radius. Here, 302 

however, the cross-section of the EC is not circular and its shape varies along the EC middle axis. 303 

Schmidt and Hudde [38] underlined that the mass of discontinuity is critically dependent on the shape 304 

of the EC entrance region. Therefore, the EA model cannot exactly account for the influence of the EC 305 

entrance discontinuity and, in consequence, it cannot provide an exact estimation of the centroid 306 

position. A difference lower than 0.5 mm is however considered acceptable. 307 

 

Figure 6: (a) Level in dB (
1020log , ref. 1) and (b) phase of the tympanic membrane acoustic pressure 

ratio between the occluded and the open EC computed using the purely acoustical and the acousto-

mechanical 3D FE models. The occlusion is ensured by a capped duct coupled at the EC entrance of 

150 mm length, 2 mm inner radius, and, in the acousto-mechanical model only, 0.2 mm wall thickness. 

In the acousto-mechanical model, the boundary condition at the external end of the duct is free or fixed. 
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Figure 7: (Color online) Acoustic pressure field in dB (
1020log , ref. 

52 10  Pa) in the EC coupled to 

an external capped duct of length 150 mm and inner radius 2 mm in (a) antiresonance (516 Hz) and (b) 

resonance (725 Hz) states computed using the acoustical 3D FE model. 

3.2 Influence of several parameters of the coupled system 308 

This section investigates the influence of several parameters of the coupled system on the estimation 309 

of the centroid position using the proposed method. These parameters are the length of the duct, its 310 

radius, the duct orientation, the coupling position of the duct in the EC, the presence of an incomplete 311 

seal between the coupling duct and the EC entrance, the EC shape, the temperature in the coupled 312 

system and the EC downstream section and tympanic membrane acoustic impedance. In this section, 313 

the purely acoustical FE model is used instead of the acousto-mechanical FE model since it requires 314 

significantly less computational resources. 315 

3.2.1 Length of the coupling duct and sensitivity of the indirect method 316 

In the acousto-mechanical 3D FE model, the centroid position of the EC wall normal velocity does 317 

not significantly vary between 100 Hz and 1 kHz [15]. In practice, however, it could be possible that 318 

the centroid position varies in the low frequency range of interest. Since the proposed method estimates 319 

the centroid position at the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system, different duct lengths must 320 
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be used to cover the frequency range (100 Hz to 1 kHz). Here, in addition to the 150 mm duct used in 321 

Sec. 3.1, two additional duct lengths are used: 750 mm and 75 mm. In the case of a 750 mm duct, 322 

several antiresonances occur between 100 Hz and 1 kHz but only the lowest frequency is considered 323 

here. Table 1 presents the first antiresonance frequency 
FE

antiresf  of the EC coupled to these three external 324 

ducts and computed using the acoustical 3D FE model. The longer the coupling duct, the lower the first 325 

antiresonance frequency of the coupled system. The EA model is now used to estimate the centroid 326 

position from the antiresonance frequencies 
FE

antiresf . Table 1 presents the difference 
cl  between the 327 

centroid position EA

cl  estimated by the EA model and the effective centroid position FE

cl  used in the 328 

acoustical 3D FE model. According to Table 1, this difference is maximum for the longest duct 329 

(+1.2 mm) and minimum for the shortest (-0.1 mm). As discussed in Sec. 3.1, the error of estimation of 330 

the EA model mainly comes from the way the discontinuity at the EC entrance is accounted for 331 

between the EC and the coupling duct. The reason why this error increases with the length of the 332 

coupling duct is however related to the sensitivity of the method which is now investigated depending 333 

on the duct length. 334 

Table 1: Antiresonance frequency of the coupled system depending on the external duct length 

computed using the 3D FE models. The centroid position estimated using the EA model is also 

presented in each case (relative to the effective position computed using the 3D FE model). 

ductl  [mm] FE

antiresf  [Hz], 

FE model 

EA FE

c c cl l l  

[mm] 

750 104 +1.2 

150 516 +0.3 

75 980 -0.1 

 

In order to illustrate the calculation of the method sensitivity, Figure 8 displays the antiresonance 335 

frequency of the coupled system as a function of the source position 
cl  computed using the EA model 336 

for the three duct lengths (750, 150 and 75 mm). In practice, the centroid position is not expected to lie 337 
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in the tympanic membrane coupling region (TMCR) so this region is excluded from the variation range 338 

of the source. For each duct, the antiresonance frequency increases with 
cl  because the distance 339 

between the source and the capped lateral end of the duct decreases. More importantly, Figure 8 shows 340 

that the range of variation of the antiresonance frequency is minimum for the longest duct and 341 

maximum for the shortest duct. The antiresonance frequency of the coupled system is more sensitive to 342 

a variation of the centroid position when the coupling duct is short and vice versa. The mean sensitivity 343 

of the method, referred to as  and expressed in Hz mm-1, can be computed as the ratio between the 344 

antiresonance frequency interval and the source position interval. For the 750 mm duct, 345 

105 103 34.7 8 0.1  Hz mm-1. For the 150 mm, the mean sensitivity of the method is 346 

equal to approximately 2 Hz mm-1 and to about 8 Hz mm-1 for the 75 mm duct. It is not yet certain with 347 

which precision the centroid position should be estimated. It surely depends on the use of this position 348 

(e.g., input of an EA model, validation of a FE model, study of the influence of a bone-conducted 349 

source to the EC wall vibration distribution). It is certain, however, that the antiresonance frequency 350 

cannot be identified from experimental data with an accuracy of 0.1 Hz. In fact, it would be probably 351 

tricky to obtain the antiresonance frequency with an accuracy of 1 Hz. In this condition, it could not be 352 

possible to accurately estimate the centroid position with the proposed method below approximately 353 

500 Hz (i.e., for a coupling duct longer than 150 mm). In the following, the 750 mm duct is therefore 354 

not considered anymore. 355 
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Figure 8: Antiresonance frequency computed as a function of the source position comprised between 

the tympanic membrane coupling region (TMCR) and the EC entrance using the EA model for three 

duct lengths. In each case, the duct inner radius is equal to 2 mm. 

3.2.2 Inner radius of the coupling duct 356 

In previous simulations, the inner radius of the duct has been chosen equal to 2 mm and corresponds 357 

to the largest admissible duct radius for the EC entrance considered here. In this section, the influence 358 

of the duct radius on the mean sensitivity of the method is investigated. Figure 9 displays the mean 359 

sensitivity of the method as a function of the duct radius computed using the EA model for two lengths 360 

of the coupling duct (150 mm and 75 mm). The duct radius 
ductr  decreases from the equivalent radius 361 

2.8EC ECr l  mm of the EC entrance (assuming circular cross-section) to almost 0.5 mm. For each 362 

duct radius, the mean sensitivity of the method is higher for the 75 mm duct compared to the 150 mm 363 

duct for the reason explained in Sec. 3.2.1. For both ducts, the mean sensitivity of the method would be 364 

maximum if the duct could have the same radius as the EC entrance (assuming circular cross-section). 365 
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The mean sensitivity tends to zero when the duct radius diminishes. Indeed, when the radius of the 366 

coupling duct decreases, the modulus of its acoustic impedance ˆ
ductZ  seen from the EC entrance 367 

increases, mainly due to (i) the sudden change in section between the EC entrance and the duct and (ii) 368 

the augmentation of visco-thermal losses in the coupling duct (see Sec. 2.2). In consequence, the EC 369 

upstream section gradually shifts from a mass-controlled vibro-acoustic behavior governed by the 370 

acoustic mass 
uL  to a compliance-controlled vibro-acoustic behavior dominated by the acoustic 371 

compliance 
uC  (see Figure 2 (b)). The antiresonance frequency of the coupled system thus tends to the 372 

quarter-wavelength resonance of the external duct and becomes independent from the centroid position. 373 

Since the influence of the centroid position on the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system 374 

vanishes when the duct radius decreases, the mean sensitivity of the method tends to zero (see Figure 375 

9). For small enough duct radius (below approximately 0.5 mm), the antiresonance phenomenon itself 376 

vanishes in the low frequency range of interest because there is no more wave propagation in the 377 

coupling duct due to visco-thermal damping and the EC coupled to the duct behaves as if the EC were 378 

occluded at its entrance (no coupling duct). To perform the method and maximize its accuracy, the 379 

outer radius of the coupling duct must be chosen as large as possible (in the limit, however, of the size 380 

of the EC entrance) whereas the thickness of its wall should be minimum. 381 

 

Figure 9: Mean sensitivity of the indirect method computed using the EA model as a function of the 

duct radius for two lengths of the external duct (150 mm and 75 mm). 
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3.2.3 Orientation of the coupling duct 382 

In previous simulations, the direction of the coupling duct has been assumed normal to the plane of 383 

the EC entrance. In practice, however, when the contemplated physical measurements are made, the 384 

direction of the duct is constrained by the pinna and the tragus. Therefore, it would be certainly 385 

difficult, if not impossible, to ensure the coupling in the exact normal direction of the EC entrance 386 

plane. In this section, the influence of a variation of the duct orientation on the accuracy of the method 387 

is studied for the two duct lengths 150 and 75 mm. For this purpose, the duct orientation is changed by 388 

30° from the EC entrance normal direction (see Figure 3 (f)). Similarly to what proposed Schmidt and 389 

Hudde [38], the rotation of the coupling duct is performed around a fixed point corresponding to the 390 

intersection of the EC middle axis with the EC entrance plane where the duct is coupled. Therefore, the 391 

curvilinear length of the EC remains untouched, as well as the length of the coupling duct. The change 392 

in orientation, however, increases the area of the coupling between the EC entrance and the duct. Table 393 

2 presents the corresponding change in antiresonance frequency computed using the 3D FE model. The 394 

coupling angle slightly increases the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system. Indeed, due to the 395 

increase of the coupling area, the associated acoustic mass of discontinuity decreases and therefore the 396 

apparent length of the coupled system also diminishes. Table 2 also presents the variation 
cl  of the 397 

centroid position induced by the change in orientation of the duct and estimated using the EA model 398 

from antiresonance frequencies predicted by the FE model. According to Table 2, 
cl  is close to 399 

0.3 mm for each duct. The method proposed here to estimate the centroid position of the EC wall 400 

normal velocity is thus little influenced by the duct orientation in the range of variation considered 401 

here. 402 
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Table 2: Influence of the duct orientation on the antiresonance frequency computed using the 3D FE 

model. The influence on the centroid position estimated using the EA model is also presented. 

ductl  [mm] FE

antiresf  [Hz], 

normal direction 

FE

antiresf  [Hz], 

30° slanted 

cl  [mm] 

150 516 516.5 +0.3 

75 980 982.4 +0.3 

 

3.2.4 Coupling position of the external duct 403 

In previous simulations, the external capped duct has been exactly coupled to the EC entrance plane. 404 

In practice, however, the coupling position of the duct could be slightly more inside or outside the EC 405 

compared to the chosen position of the EC entrance plane used in the EA model involved in the indirect 406 

method. This section thus investigates the influence of this uncertainty on the estimated centroid 407 

position. Table 3 presents the change in antiresonance frequency of the coupled system computed using 408 

the EA model due to a shift in the coupling position from +3 mm (outward the EC entrance plane) to -409 

3 mm (inward the EC entrance plane). Two lengths of coupling duct are considered (150 and 75 mm). 410 

In each case, the inner radius of the duct is equal to 2 mm. For both ducts, the antiresonance frequency 411 

is the highest when the coupling position is the farthest inside the EC (see Table 3). This is explained 412 

by the reduction of the distance between the centroid position and the lateral capped end of the duct. 413 

Table 3 also presents the variation 
cl  of the estimated centroid position due to an error in the 414 

coupling position. The estimation is performed using the EA model assuming that the external duct is 415 

exactly coupled to the EC entrance plane (i.e., a coupling position variation of 0 mm). When the 416 

effective coupling position is shifted outside the EC, the centroid position is estimated further in the 417 

EC, and vice versa (see Table 3). Also, the error in the estimated centroid position is lower than the 418 

coupling position shift (in absolute value). This error, however, depends on the EC shape and tends to 419 

be equal to the coupling position shift when the EC shape is straight (not shown in Table 3). The 420 

maximum error in the estimated centroid position is thus bounded by the coupling position shift. 421 
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Table 3: Influence of the coupling position (relative to the EC entrance position) on the antiresonance 

frequency computed using the EA model. The influence on the centroid position estimated using the 

EA model is also presented. 

ductl  [mm] Coupling 

position [mm] 

EA

antiresf  [Hz] cl  [mm] 

150 +3 512 -1.9 

+1.5 514 -0.8 

0 517 0 

-1.5 520 +0.9 

-3 523 +2.3 

75 +3 961 -2.2 

+1.5 970 -1.2 

0 979 0 

-1.5 990 +0.9 

-3 1005 +2.3 

 

3.2.5 Incomplete seal at the earcanal/duct junction 422 

In previous simulations, a perfect seal has been assumed between the coupling duct and the EC wall 423 

at the EC entrance. In this section, the influence of an incomplete seal on the accuracy of the method is 424 

investigated using the 3D FE model for two duct lengths 150 mm and 75 mm. The incomplete seal is 425 

modeled as a small cylindrical tube of radius 
tr  and length 

tl  coupled at the EC entrance in parallel 426 

with the external coupling duct (see Figure 3 (e)). Two “plausible” values of radius (0.4 and 0.6 mm) 427 

and length (5 and 10 mm) are chosen to illustrate the influence of an incomplete seal. Table 4 presents 428 

the change in antiresonance frequency computed using the 3D FE model. Table 4 also presents the 429 

variation 
cl  of the centroid position induced by incomplete seals and estimated using the EA model 430 

from antiresonance frequencies predicted by the FE model. According to Table 4, the influence of the 431 

incomplete seal on the estimated centroid position is similar for each coupling duct. In addition, this 432 

influence decreases when the length of the incomplete seal increases and when its radius decreases. 433 

This phenomenon is due to the augmentation of both the acoustic mass and the acoustic resistance of 434 
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the incomplete seal which increases its acoustic impedance and thus decreases the volume velocity 435 

transfer through it. The influence of an incomplete seal on the acoustic pressure field of the coupled 436 

system is very small around the antiresonance frequency because the acoustic pressure is already 437 

minimum in the EC (see Figure 7 (a)). The influence of an incomplete seal is rather of significant 438 

importance when the acoustic pressure is maximum in the EC (e.g., at low frequencies for an occlusion 439 

ensured at the EC entrance [18]). However, in order to maximize the accuracy of the proposed method, 440 

an incomplete seal must be avoided as much as possible. The quality of the seal could be assessed 441 

using fit-testing method developed for hearing protection [39] [40]. 442 

Table 4: Influence of an incomplete seal between the duct and the EC entrance on the antiresonance 

frequency computed using the 3D FE model. The incomplete seal is modeled as a small tube of radius 

tr  and length 
tl  connected to the EC entrance in parallel with the coupling duct. The influence on the 

centroid position estimated using the EA model is also presented. 

ductl  [mm] FE

antiresf  [Hz], 

perfect seal 

FE

antiresf  [Hz], 

incomplete seal 

cl  [mm] 

150 516 0.4tr mm, 5tl mm 518 +0.9 

0.4tr mm, 10tl mm 517 +0.5 

0.6tr mm, 5tl mm 520 +1.8 

75 980 0.4tr mm, 5tl mm 986 +0.7 

0.4tr mm, 10tl mm 983 +0.4 

0.6tr mm, 5tl mm 992 +1.4 

 

3.2.6 Straight cylindrical earcanal versus 3D earcanal shape 443 

In previous simulations, the shape of the EC was perfectly known. If the 3D shape could not be 444 

measured, could the EC be assumed to a straight cylinder? This section investigates the error of 445 

estimation of the centroid position associated with this assumption. For this purpose, a straight EC of 446 

constant radius 2.8 mm and length 34.7 mm is used. The radius corresponds to the equivalent radius of 447 
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the 3D EC entrance (assuming circular cross-section) whereas the length is equal to the curvilinear 448 

length of the 3D EC. Table 5 presents the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system using the 3D 449 

EC shape and the straight EC for two duct lengths (150 and 75 mm). For both coupling ducts, higher 450 

antiresonance frequencies are obtained with the straight EC compared to the real 3D EC shape. Due to 451 

the absence of constriction close to the EC entrance in the straight EC compared to the 3D EC shape 452 

(see Figure 4), the acoustic mass of the EC upstream section is smaller in the former than the latter EC. 453 

In consequence, the effective length of the EC upstream section appears smaller in the straight EC than 454 

in the 3D EC shape, explaining the antiresonance frequencies difference between both. 455 

 

Table 5 also presents the influence of the EC shape on the estimated centroid position. The 456 

estimation is performed from antiresonance frequencies of the 3D EC shape coupled to the external 457 

ducts using the EA model which assumes a straight EC. According to Table 5, neglecting the 3D EC 458 

shape induces significant errors in the estimation of the centroid position (around 8 mm towards the 459 

eardrum) and, therefore, cannot be neglected. The magnitude of this error, however, depends on the 460 

individual EC shape and how the latter differs from a cylindrical shape. 461 

Table 5: Influence of the EC shape on the antiresonance frequency computed using the EA model. The 

influence on the centroid position estimated using the EA model is also presented. 

ductl  [mm] EA

antiresf  [Hz], 

3D EC shape 

EA

antiresf  [Hz], 

Straight EC 

cl  [mm] 

150 517 543 -8.5 

75 979 1083 -7.4 

 

3.2.7 Temperature in the coupled system 462 

Air properties used in previous simulations approximately correspond to ambient temperature 19°C, 463 

atmospheric pressure 1013 hPa and relative humidity 20 %. Appendix. D details the calculation of air 464 

properties from temperature, atmospheric pressure and relative humidity. These values can be easily 465 
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measured during the experiment. An uncertainty exists, however, regarding the temperature in the EC 466 

occluded by the coupling duct. Indeed, assuming that the temperature of the EC wall is close to 37°C 467 

while the ambient temperature is equal to 19°C, a gradient of temperature occurs between the EC and 468 

the coupling duct. Also, this gradient could change during the measurement, depending on the 469 

measurement duration, due to heat transfer by convection. 470 

 

In this section, the effect of the temperature is investigated. For this purpose, two additional 471 

configurations are proposed: (i) the temperature in the EC is equal to 37ECT °C whereas the 472 

temperature in the coupling duct is equal to 19ductT °C and (ii) the temperature in the coupled system 473 

is homogenous and equal to 37°C. Table 6 presents the change in antiresonance frequency of the 474 

coupled system computed using the EA model due to the variation in temperature. The augmentation of 475 

the temperature in the EC only or in the entire coupled system increases the antiresonance frequency. 476 

This is mainly explained by the increase of sound speed with temperature from 343 to 354 m s-1. Table 477 

6 also presents the variation 
cl  of the estimated centroid position induced by the change in 478 

antiresonance frequency due to the temperature. The estimation is performed using the EA model and 479 

assuming a homogeneous temperature of 19°C in the entire coupled system as reference. According to 480 

Table 6, an error in temperature of the EC only has little effect on the estimation of the centroid 481 

position ( 0.6cl  mm for both coupling ducts). However, the same error in temperature in the entire 482 

coupled system has more influence ( 4.8cl  mm for the 150 mm duct and 2.7cl  mm for the 483 

75 mm duct). The knowledge of the temperature in the EC is thus of lesser importance than that in the 484 

coupling duct. 485 
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Table 6: Influence of the temperature on the antiresonance frequency of the coupled system computed 

using the EA model. The influence on the centroid position estimated using the EA model is also 

presented. 

ductl  [mm] Temperature [°C] EA

antiresf  [Hz] cl  [mm] 

150 19EC ductT T  517 0 

37ECT , 19ductT  518 +0.6 

37EC ductT T  533 +4.8 

75 19EC ductT T  979 0 

37ECT , 19ductT  986 +0.6 

37EC ductT T  1010 +2.7 

 

3.2.8 Earcanal downstream section and eardrum acoustic impedance 486 

In previous sections, the EA model used to estimate the centroid position has accounted for both 487 

downstream and upstream sections of the EC. Since the acoustic antiresonance occurs in the EC 488 

upstream section coupled to the external duct, one may wonder if it is necessary to account for the EC 489 

downstream section and the acoustic impedance associated with the eardrum. Table 7 presents the 490 

change in centroid position estimated by the EA model when the eardrum only or the whole EC 491 

downstream section is assumed acoustically rigid. It is shown that using an infinite impedance instead 492 

of the tympanic membrane acoustic impedance implies an error of estimation in the centroid position 493 

lower than 0.2 mm for the 150 mm duct and very negligible for the 75 mm duct. Neglecting the entire 494 

EC downstream section has also little influence on the centroid position estimation. Therefore, this 495 

method does not require the knowledge of the tympanic membrane acoustic impedance (for an intact 496 

ear). This is good to know since the latter can be difficult to obtain with accuracy [25]. In addition, the 497 

EA model does not require the shape of the EC downstream section to estimate the centroid position. 498 

However, since the centroid position is a priori unknown before its estimation, the EC shape must be 499 

known at least up to the tympanic membrane coupling region. 500 
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Table 7: Influence of the EC downstream section and tympanic membrane acoustic impedance on the 

centroid position estimated by the EA model. 

ductl  [mm] Configuration 
cl  [mm] 

150 Rigid eardrum -0.2 

Rigid EC downstream section -0.4 

75 Rigid eardrum 0  

Rigid EC downstream section 0  

 

3.3 Limitations 501 

The indirect method proposed in this paper has been evaluated and investigated using a 3D FE 502 

model of a single outer ear open and occluded by an external capped duct. The FE model has been used 503 

(i) to simulate the measurement and compute the antiresonance frequency from which the EA model 504 

estimates the centroid position and (ii) as a reference to compare the theoretical and the centroid 505 

position estimated using the EA model. The acousto-mechanical 3D FE model accounts for the 506 

surrounding tissues of the EC, the external capped duct and its duct holder, and also the bone-507 

conducted stimulation. However, this model is still a simplification of a real outer ear submitted by 508 

bone-conduction. In particular, this model is truncated so the influence of the whole head vibration has 509 

not been accounted for in this study. Also, it is certain that the determination of the acoustic 510 

antiresonance of the coupled system will be more difficult due to the presence of noise in measurement 511 

data and to the post-treatment process, contrary to FE simulations. In addition, several sources of 512 

uncertainty have been highlighted here and will affect to some extent the accuracy of the method in 513 

practice. Furthermore, a stimulation by bone-transducer has been assumed here. However, the method 514 

could be used to study the influence of the type of bone-conducted stimulation on the outer ear pathway 515 

and, in particular, on the OE. Therefore, stimulation by chewing or speech could be required. However, 516 

lower jaw movement implies large deformation of the EC [41] [42]. In consequence, the position of 517 

both the coupling duct (compared to the chosen EC entrance plane) and the centroid of the EC wall 518 

Analysis#Analysis_of_deformation_of_the_human_ear
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normal vibration could vary during the measurement. In addition, incomplete seal could occur due to 519 

lower jaw movement and therefore affect the accuracy of the method. Furthermore, since the same 520 

bone-conducted stimulation could not be exactly obtained between open and occluded measurements 521 

for chewing or speech, the acoustic pressure should be simultaneously measured in one ear open and in 522 

the other occluded by the coupling duct, such as in the “real-time” OE measurement [22]. This method, 523 

however, assumes a symmetry between ears (with respect to the sagittal plane) in terms of geometry 524 

and bone-conducted propagation whereas differences could be expected. 525 

4. Conclusion 526 

In this paper, the principle of an indirect method has been proposed to estimate the centroid position 527 

of the human EC wall normal velocity induced by a bone-conducted stimulation at low frequencies 528 

(100 Hz – 1 kHz). The centroid position can be used as an indicator of the EC wall normal vibration 529 

distribution to study the influence of the bone-conduction stimulation on the outer ear pathway and on 530 

the OE. Firstly, the indirect method consists in determining the frequency of the lowest local minima of 531 

the eardrum acoustic pressure transfer function between the EC open and occluded by an external 532 

capped duct coupled to the EC entrance. These local minima correspond to acoustic antiresonances 533 

occurring in the EC coupled to the duct and are associated with sudden phase shift. Secondly, the 534 

centroid position is estimated at the lowest antiresonance frequency using an EA model associated to 535 

the coupled system in situ. The estimation consists in minimizing the difference between the 536 

antiresonance frequency measured and that estimated using the EA model. In this paper, the method 537 

has been evaluated and investigated numerically using an acousto-mechanical 3D FE model of the EC 538 

open and occluded by the external capped duct. The sensitivity of the method has been shown to 539 

increase with frequency and could be sufficient, in practice, to estimate the centroid position above 540 

500 Hz. To maximize the accuracy of the method, the radius of the coupling duct must be as large as 541 

possible (in the limits of the EC entrance dimension) and any incomplete seal between the duct and the 542 
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EC should be avoided. Also, the EC shape, the coupling position between the EC and the duct and the 543 

temperature in the coupling duct must be known as precisely as possible. On the contrary, the tympanic 544 

membrane acoustic impedance is not required to estimate the centroid position in an intact ear. While 545 

this study has presented the principle of the method and its numerical investigation, a future work will 546 

be dedicated to its experimental application on human subjects. 547 
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APPENDIX A: MATERIAL PROPERTIES 552 

Mechanical properties of the solid domains used in the acousto-mechanical 3D FE models are given 553 

in Table 8. In addition, classic values of ambient air properties are given in Table 9. It is noteworthy 554 

that air properties can be calculated from the knowledge of temperature, atmospheric pressure and 555 

relative humidity (see Appx. D). 556 

Table 8: Density 
s
, Young’s modulus E , Poisson’s ratio  and structural loss factor 

s
 of solid 

domains. 

Domain 
s
 [kg m-3] E  [MPa]  [1] 

s
 [1] 

Skin 1100 0.5 0.4 0.1 

Cartilage 1080 7.2 0.26 0.05 

Bone 1714 11 316 0.3 0.01 

Coupling duct 2700 70 000 0.33 0.01 

Duct holder 1050 0.85 0.48 0.1 
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Table 9: Density 
0

, sound speed 
0c , dynamic viscosity , thermal conductivity coefficient , ratio of 

specific heats , and heat capacity at constant pressure 
pC  of ambient air. 

Property Value Property Value 

0
 (kg m3) 1.2  (W m-1 K-1) 0.025 

0c  (m s-1) 343  (1) 1.4 

 (Pa s) 51.8313 10  pC  (J kg-1 K-1) 31.0025 10  

 

APPENDIX B: LOW REDUCED FREQUENCY MODEL 557 

The LRF model is used to account for viscous and thermal losses that exist in tubes [43]. The LRF 558 

model is valid when the acoustic wavelength is much larger than both the tube cross-section and the 559 

boundary layer thickness. In a domain i , the equivalent wavenumber ˆi

eqk  and the equivalent 560 

characteristic impedance ˆ i

eqZ  are given by 561 

 

1
2

0

1ˆ
i

thi

eq i

vi

k k , (8) 

 
1

2

0
ˆ 1i i i

eq vi thZ Z . (9) 

In Eqs. (2) and (3), 
0 0k c  and 

0 0 0Z c  represent respectively the free space wavenumber and 562 

characteristic impedance, 
0

 and 
0c  are respectively the air density and the sound speed, and  563 

corresponds to the ratio of specific heats. In addition, 
i

vi  and 
i

th  correspond to geometry and material 564 

dependent functions associated to viscous and thermal effects and defined by 565 

 
2

0

vi ii

vi

vi i

J k r

J k r
, (10) 

 
2

0

th ii

th

th i

J k r

J k r
. (11) 
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In Eqs. (4) and (5), J  is the first order Bessel function for integer . In addition, 566 

0 /vik j  and 0 /th pk j C  are the viscous and thermal wavenumbers while , pC  567 

and  represent respectively the dynamic viscosity, the heat capacity at constant pressure and the 568 

thermal conductivity coefficient. Air properties can be calculated from temperature, atmospheric 569 

pressure and relative humidity (see Appx. D). 570 

 

APPENDIX C: COMPARISON TO EXISTING EXPERIMENTAL DATA 571 

This section provides a comparison between experimental data and simulation of the objective OE 572 

induced by an external capped duct coupled to the EC entrance. Experimental data were measured by 573 

Huizing on a human subject as a function of the duct length while the bone-conducted stimulation was 574 

fixed at 1 kHz. Huizing used a copper duct of 500 mm length which was occluded at 12 different 575 

positions along its length. The radius of the duct was chosen “equal” to that of the EC entrance, which 576 

is a priori not circular. The seal between the EC entrance and the duct was not detailed. The bone-577 

conducted stimulation was ensured by a bone-transducer located at the ipsilateral mastoid. The acoustic 578 

pressure was measured close to the tympanic membrane. In this work, Huizing’s experiment is 579 

numerically reproduced using the purely acoustical 3D FE model in order to assess the model’s 580 

validity. The radius of the coupling duct is equal to the equivalent radius of the EC entrance assuming 581 

circular cross-section. Measured and simulated OEs induced by an external capped duct are displayed 582 

in Figure 10 as a function of the duct length 
ductl  (added to the EC length 

ECl  and normalized by the 583 

lossless wavelength calculated at 1 kHz). According to Figure 10, experimental and simulated OEs are 584 

in relative agreement and present similar slopes which periodically decrease and increase with the 585 

length of the coupling duct. 586 
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Figure 10: Objective OE induced by an external capped duct coupled at the EC entrance computed at 

1 kHz as a function of the duct length using the purely acoustical 3D FE model versus experimental 

data measured on a human subject by Huizing [8]. 

 

APPENDIX D: CALCULATION OF AIR PROPERTIES FROM 587 

TEMPERATURE, ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY 588 

This section details the computation of density 
0

, sound speed 
0c , dynamic viscosity , heat 589 

capacity at constant pressure pC  and ratio of specific heats  of air from the knowledge of the 590 

temperature T  (in Kelvin, 1°C is equal to 273.15 K), atmospheric pressure 
atmP  (in Pascal) and relative 591 

humidity 
%H  (in percentage). The thermal conductivity , however, can be assumed constant within 592 

the usual range of variation of these parameters and equal to 0.025 W m-1 K-1. 593 

 

The density of humid air is given by 594 

 %
0

1 1

100

atm sat

d d v

P H P

R T R R T
. (12) 

where 287.031dR  J kg-1 K-1 and 461.521vR  J kg-1 K-1 are the specific gas constants for dry air 595 

and for water vapor respectively whereas 
satP  is the saturation water vapor pressure estimated as a 596 

function of the temperature [44] by 597 

Bone#Bone_conduction_the_influence_of_the_mid
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3 20.0658 53.7558 14703.8127 1345485.0465satP T T T . (13) 

The specific heat at constant pressure can also be estimated as a function of temperature [45] by 598 

 
5 7 2 11 34168.8 (0.249679 7.55179 10 1.69194 10 6.46128 10 )pC T T T . (14) 599 

The ratio of specific heat is then given by 600 

 
p

p d

C

C R
. (15) 

Under the ideal gas assumption, the isentropic sound speed is then calculated by 601 

 

1
2

0

0

atmP
c . (16) 

Finally, the dynamic viscosity can be estimated as a function of the temperature [46] by 602 

 
8 11 2 14 37.72488 10 5.95238 10 2.71368 10T T T . (17) 
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